UTILIZING SOCIAL MEDIA SENTIMENT ANALYSIS TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE TRAVELER EXPERIENCE

Architects from Gensler’s Los Angeles Aviation and Transportation Studio have partnered with Lexalytics, using the Lexalytics Intelligence Platform for a firmwide research grant and leveraging sentiment analysis to make better-informed decisions about the planning and design of airports.

Despite having no previous analytics experience, Gensler architects are using the Lexalytics Intelligence Platform to mine omnichannel social media data from dozens of America’s airports, finding the signal in the noise of customer feedback; the result is a deep, data-driven understanding of what travelers actually experienced in airports.

1 WEEK INTEGRATION TIME:
3 DATA SOURCES, 869,973 WORDS, 30,000 TRAVELERS, TOP 10 AIRPORTS

Gensler leverages the Lexalytics Intelligence Platform to structure and analyze massive amounts of natural language feedback. The result is a data-driven voice of customer program that can help win contracts and build airports that better serve stakeholders and travelers alike.

The intuitive functionality of the Lexalytics Intelligence Platform means that Gensler architects can pull meaningful analysis reports, whether they have a data science background or not.

As a global industry leader in airport architecture, we utilize the power of Semantria’s rapid and precise data analysis to create better informed designs for the airports of tomorrow.

— Andy Huang, AIA LEED Associate Designer, Gensler Aviation and Transportation Studio

READ THE WHOLE STORY:
www.lexalytics.com/lexablog/analyzing-airport-reviews-using-nlp

Figure 1 | Wayfinding documents versus sentiment visualization graph example